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Inside a Chicago, Illinois chic modern farmhouse that stands

adorned in white vertical board and batten siding, elegantly

complemented by the rugged charm of Wisconsin limestone.

The home's aesthetic is further enriched by the striking

contrast of black metal windows and an aluminum standing

seam metal roof. A collaboration between  architect Richard

Olsen, skilled builder Patrick J. Murphy, and designer Amy

Storm, this residence is a harmonious fusion of timeless design

and modern elegance.

Stoffer Photography Interiors



Café™ ENERGY STAR® 22.3 Cu. Ft. Smart Counter-Depth 4-Door French-
Door Refrigerator in Platinum Glass
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Inside
I am absolutely captivated by the enduring

charm of Farmstyle homes and how their

aesthetic can also be brilliantly reimagined in

commercial and hospitality spaces. This

magnificent house is the epitome of that

innovation – a true home run. Its warm embrace

and exceptional design get me excited, and it

serves as a perfect showcase for our discerning

readers. I spent hours savoring the ambiance, and

of course, indulging in several cups of coffee. It's

a remarkable reflection of the art of crafting

spaces that deeply resonate with the heart and

soul.
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FARM
MODE

This interior exudes a captivating blend of textures and materials.
Various wood types and their natural textures stand out against a
backdrop of elegant white and bold black. Leather furniture adds a
touch of luxury, while linen seating introduces comfort and softness.
Gold and brass accents sparkle throughout. Neutral flooring grounds
the space, providing a balanced foundation for the design. White walls
serve as a canvas, allowing the interplay of these elements to take
center stage —an artful fusion of materials.

THIS WEEK'S INTERIOR TRENDS
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PERFECT STYLING EDITION  42

IN
FARMSTYLE

Style



Farmstyle architecture has experienced a remarkable resurgence in recent years, and it's easy
to see why. This timeless design captures the essence of rustic charm, blending nostalgia with
contemporary living in a way that's simply irresistible. What makes it so fascinating and
trendy today? Well, it's all about the fusion of the past and the present. Farmhouses evoke a
sense of simplicity, authenticity, and connection to nature that modern homeowners crave in
our increasingly fast-paced, digital world. Now picture a home thoughtfully designed for a
dynamic middle-aged couple, their nest now empty, and their yearning for a lifestyle defined
by ease and opulence fully realized. This residence is not merely a house; it's a refuge, an
oasis where each element speaks to the art of elegant living. In every nook, there's a subtle
touch of luxury, and every room invites you to relish the joys of a well-enjoyed life.
Bringing together the visionary architect Richard Olsen, the master builder Patrick J.
Murphy, and the creative designer Amy Storm, they embarked on an extraordinary journey.
Their mission? To craft a sprawling residence that elegantly embraces a terraced poolside
oasis, a verdant canvas brought to life by the artistic touch of landscaper extraordinaire, Brian
Casey.
Patrick J. Murphy Builders, Inc. (PJMBI) is a distinguished luxury custom home builder
renowned for its unwavering dedication to exquisite craftsmanship and meticulous attention
to detail. This renowned company plays a pivotal role in the development and revitalization
of historic communities, leaving an indelible mark on the cultural tapestry. PJMBI proudly
holds its place as one of the premier builders in the Western suburbs of Chicago, with its
headquarters nestled in the charming locale of Winfield, IL.
The expansive great room features a high, vaulted ceiling adorned with white-oak beams and
generous window dormers. These architectural elements flood the room with abundant,
invigorating natural light. This residence artfully combines an eclectic array of materials
while adhering to a serene, neutral color palette. The interior is a canvas of crisp, pristine
white walls that serve as a striking backdrop for furnishings meticulously tailored to
perfection. The thoughtful juxtaposition of textures and the generous incorporation of white
elements breathe a radiant luminosity into every corner of the house, creating an ambiance
reminiscent of the sunlight's gentle embrace. This effect is further heightened by the
expansive, double-height windows that grace the entirety of the residence, allowing the
interior to resonate with the natural radiance streaming in from the outdoors. This residence
serves as an exquisite backdrop radiating style and finesse. Every detail, from its architectural
elements to interior design, embodies a seamless blend of sophistication and elegance,
creating a timeless and captivating living environment.
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KIT-
CHEN

INSIDE GUIDE
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Envision a stunning black cabinet-clad kitchen where contrasts reign
supreme. Here, white elements elegantly interplay with bold black
accents, creating a dynamic visual harmony. The meticulous balance
between black and white, both in cabinetry and countertops, is akin to a
beautifully choreographed dance. Golden accents grace this culinary
masterpiece, adding a touch of opulence. Creative diamond-shaped
pendants elegantly arch over expansive islands, casting captivating
patterns of light. Golden classic-mode barstools offer a regal perch for
sipping morning coffee. And at the heart of it all stands a colossal
commercial range stove and hood. Indeed, it's the kind of space that
inspires you to eagerly rise with the first light, to enjoy that first cup of
coffee.
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Inside Style
T H E  C A T A L O G U E



ED ITOR ’S  P ICK
EDITION 42

Omexco's "Infinity - INF3110" Eco-friendly
Wood Veneer Wallpaper strikes a

harmonious balance between sustainability
and style. Crafted with genuine wood

veneer on a non-woven backing, it
elegantly merges nature and design. This
eco-conscious choice brings the timeless

beauty of wood into your space while
respecting the environment.



Borcelle Store

LIVINGStyle
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vuelto coffee
table
Dark Walnut wood square
block coffee table. 

COCO REPUBLIC

cali accent
chair
Dark Walnut wood square
block coffee table. 

TOV

vuelto coffee
table
Dark Walnut wood square
block coffee table. 

COCO REPUBLIC



LOUNGEStyle

Borcelle Store
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Charlton
chandelier 
Grande triple arm
chandelier. 

AERIN

Cocktail
table 
Whitewashed hardwood
round hand sculpted table. 

BERNHARDT INTERIORS 

Ultra
modern
swivel 
Modern round leather
swivel armchair. 

HW HOME 



Borcelle Store

linear
suspended
light
Black aluminum LED multi-
tone light.

SOUTH DAWN

cliff chair
Italian soft velvet-suede &
dark solid wood chair with
brass leg features. 

LUXÉ HOME

Tueley table
Solid Mahogany rectangular
table, sculpted legs with
bronze inlay.

DERRING HALL

DININGStyle
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Borcelle Store

48"
Commercial-
Style Range
Smart Dual-Fuel
Commercial-Style Range
with 6 Burners and Griddle
(Natural Gas)

CAFÉ™ APPLIANCES

everest pen
White etched acrylic
diffuser encased in brushed
brass. 

ÉLAN

rake
counter
stool
Designed exclusively for
CB2 in collaboration with
Kravitz Design by Lenny
Kravitz. Supple leather and
slick metal with brass-plated
brushed steel frame

CAFÉ™ APPLIANCES

KITCHENStyle
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Borcelle Store

hunter
daybed
Square polished stainless
steel legs and soft
upholstery fabric. 

MGBW

ANTIQUE
STYLE
PENDANT
Brass pendant with steel and
glass globe. 

LULU & GEORGIA

c-table
Round marble C-table in
brass. 

POTTERY BARN

BEDROOMStyle
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Borcelle Store

rectangular
soaking tub
Flat edge acrylic soaking
bathtub. 

WYNDHAM COLLECTION

abstract
brass
pendant
Atom inspired spherical
metal hub with several
exposed bulbs.

HUDSON VALLEY

kaela range
accent table
Polished brass on the base
and lip with  black mirror
top

ARTERIORS

BATHROOMStyle
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OUT-
DOOR

INSIDE GUIDE
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The outdoor space unveils a sweeping staircase, gracefully guiding you
to a spacious rectangular swimming pool adorned with natural stone-
clad steps and a captivating water-sprouting feature. Surrounding the
lower pool area, you'll find sleek and modern garden furniture and
pool accents, creating a contemporary oasis. Looking upward, you are
drawn to the striking contrast of the white and black house.
Brian Casey, the visionary landscape designer, is renowned for crafting
outdoor havens that seamlessly blend form and function. His work
showcases mastery in landscape design, exemplifying the harmonious
blend of nature and modernity, inviting individuals to fully enjoy the
beauty of outdoor living.
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Borcelle Store

outdoor
armchair
Water-resistant synthetic
wicker, solid acacia legs.

ORA

coffee
table
Solid birch top outdoor
table with angled legs.

HUPPÉ

chara linear
light
Industrial look tubular wall
sconce design.

V ISUAL COMFORT

OUTDOORStyle
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C O R R O S I O N
C o l l e c t i o n

collectionsbylepang 
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Editor
LEPANG FERGUSON

Designer, Artist & Author, Lepang Ferguson has been
working in the lifestyle industry for many years, having
spent most of her career as a graphic designer & product
developer, her love for interior and industrial design
grew, allowing her to develop her own collections and
work seamlessly in the interior & lifestyle design
industry. 

www.lepangluxuryinteriors.com
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